pulses was demonstrated via simulations. Images acquired with dynamic k T -points showed systematic improvement of signal and contrast at 7T over regular TSE-especially in cerebellar and temporal lobe regions without the need of parallel transmission. Conclusion Designing dynamic k T -points for a 3D TSE sequence allows the acquisition of T 2 -weighted brain images on a single-transmit system at ultra-high field with reduced dropout and only mild residual effects due to the B 1 + inhomogeneity.
Introduction
T 2 -weighted imaging is a very common clinical imaging contrast; amongst other applications, it plays a crucial role in the detection of gray and white matter lesions such as in multiple sclerosis [1, 2] , Alzheimer's disease [3] , and cancer [4] . This imaging technique should benefit from the increased signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) available at high field strengths (B 0 ≥ 3T), allowing acquisitions with higher spatial resolution and hence better visualization of small brain structures. While most clinical applications using TSE contrast are based on 2D TSE and anisotropic voxels (to ensure whole brain coverage within SAR constraints and in clinical acceptable times), remarkable image quality at quasiisotropic spatial resolution has been demonstrated at 7T using various 2D TSE implementations [5] , but these have been limited to small z-coverage (~21 mm). One approach to overcome these limitations is the use of simultaneous multi-slice imaging combined with PINS pulses to reduce Abstract Objectives For turbo spin echo (TSE) sequences to be useful at ultra-high field, they should ideally employ an RF pulse train compensated for the B 1 + inhomogeneity. Previously, it was shown that a single k T -point pulse designed in the small tip-angle regime can replace all the pulses of the sequence (static k T -points). This work demonstrates that the B 1 + dependence of T 2 -weighted imaging can be further mitigated by designing a specific k T -point pulse for each pulse of a 3D TSE sequence (dynamic k T -points) even on singlechannel transmit systems Materials and methods By combining the spatially resolved extended phase graph formalism (which calculates the echo signals throughout the sequence) with a gradient descent algorithm, dynamic k T -points were optimized such that the difference between the simulated signal and a target was minimized at each echo. Dynamic k T -points were inserted into the TSE sequence to acquire in vivo images at 7T. Results The improvement provided by the dynamic k Tpoints over the static k T -point design and conventional hard 1 3 SAR [6] or 3D-TSE implementations with long RF pulse trains. The presence of spatial B 1 + inhomogeneities at high field results in signal voids and different degrees of contrast between tissues throughout the volume as has been reported and is visible in several studies [5, [7] [8] [9] . Sequences involving a 3D TSE readout such as the fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) and the double inversion recovery (DIR) are now frequently used in clinical routines; however, usefulness of such sequences is limited by the non-uniform B 1 + profile that propagates throughout the train of RF pulses.
In a previous study [10] , improved-quality whole-brain T 2 -weighted imaging was achieved by replacing the original hard pulses of a 3D TSE sequence with k T -point [11] pulses. For both single and parallel transmit systems, a single k T -point pulse was designed in the small tip-angle regime with a uniform excitation profile as a target. Each pulse of the 3D TSE sequence with variable flip-angle was replaced by the designed k T -point pulse, which had fixed amplitude and phase relationships between the sub-pulses. This configuration will be referred to as a static k T -point design in the current paper.
Instead of searching for the most uniform excitation profile, another approach was recently proposed [12] that directly optimized the signal throughout the TSE sequence on a parallel transmission (PTx) system. The spatially varying B 1 + profile of the different channels was incorporated into the methodology by considering a spatially resolved extended phase graph (SR-EPG) to provide a simulation of all the states of the magnetization across the sequence for each voxel in the brain. The inverse problem of computing specific amplitudes and phases of the different array elements for each pulse lead to the expected signal response for all the echoes throughout the sequence by taking advantage of the extra degrees of freedom provided by PTx. Since amplitude and phase relationships between channels vary from pulse to pulse, this methodology was presented as a "dynamic" RF shimming. This concept has been extended to the incorporation of different k T -points throughout the echo train [13] where the optimization was based on gradient ascent combined with optimal control, and the rotation matrix describing the effect of each k T -point pulse for each channel was optimized. Such an approach will be named in the current manuscript as dynamic k T -points. While the study demonstrated improved image quality, the use of PTx is not a widely available technology in 7T clinical environments, as it requires the mastering of complex hardware as well as the subject/RF pulse specific absorption rate (SAR) modeling.
The aim of this article is to demonstrate that T 2 -weighted imaging at 7T can be improved by designing a specific k Tpoint pulse for each pulse of a 3D TSE sequence with variable flip angles, even when operating with a single-channel transmit RF system. In the methodology presented here, the magnetization across the TSE sequence is simulated and optimized by making use of the SR-EPG framework. Additionally, a higher flexibility was obtained by separately optimizing the k-space points visited by the excitation pulse where the number of designed k T -points was higher than for the refocusing pulses. The impact of the chosen cost function used in the optimization algorithm was also investigated.
Materials and methods

Design of dynamic k T -points
As proposed in [14] , a 3D TSE sequence with a train of modulated flip-angles was used in order to bring the magnetization into a static pseudo-steady state (sPSS) and then maintain it throughout a large number of echoes such that image artifacts are minimized. Accordingly, the flipangles [α 1 nom ,…, α ETL nom ] were optimized depending on the parameters of the sequence and specified T 1 /T 2 relaxation times (Fig. 1a , red and black dots). ETL represents the echo train length of the TSE sequence. Knowing the flipangle train, the expected echo signal across the sequence
] was simulated (Fig. 1a , blue dots) using a forward EPG formalism [15] .
Given that the transmit magnetic field profile B 1 + (r) varies throughout space at 7T, each flip-angle α j in the train also becomes position dependent:
As mentioned previously, this inhomogeneity leads to signal and contrast variation since the signal at each echo becomes spatially varying. To correct for that, the original hard pulses of the sequence were replaced by k T -point pulses, with their sub-pulse amplitudes and phases optimized such that the signal distribution for echoes throughout the sequence stays close to the theoretical value S theo for all voxels belonging to the region of interest, Ω.
The dynamic k T -point design thus consists of optimizing the amplitudes A i,j and phases ϕ i,j of sub-pulse i belonging to the jth k T -point pulse (j = 0-ETL). The number of sub-pulses in the excitation and refocusing k T -point pulses are given by n exc and n ref , respectively (Fig. 1b) . The index j = 0 refers to the excitation pulse, i.e. α 0 nom = 90° (Fig. 1b) .
Using the SR-EPG, the echo signal throughout all the voxels S p (r) can be simulated after each pulse p. The set of echoes for a sequence of ETL pulses was defined as S(r) = [S 1 (r),…, S ETL (r)] and is a function of the flip-angles (defined by the A i,j and ϕ i,j of the k T -point pulses), which are position dependent due to the non-uniform B 1 + profile.
(1)
The sub-pulse amplitudes and phases were thus optimized in order to minimize the difference between the simulated and theoretical signals
where EI refers to the echoes of interest, i.e. echoes involved in the optimization process. A gradient descent algorithm with a least-squares (LS) cost function was used to determine the A i,j and ϕ i,j providing the best match between the pairs S i (r) and S i theo . The design of the dynamic k T -point pulses for the whole sequence was performed in five steps: --Step 1-As its efficiency in refocusing pathways was demonstrated [10] , a symmetric k T -point pulse with n ref k T -points was designed in the small tip-angle regime by using the sequential optimal selection of spokes (SOLO) algorithm [16] fed with the subject-specific B 1 + profile. This pulse defined the k-space trajectory for all the refocusing pulses of the sequence. --Step 2-An excitation pulse with n exc k T -points was designed in the high tip-angle regime by using a linearization of the Bloch equations [17] . The sub-pulse amplitudes and phases as well as the k-space trajectory were optimized in a LS sense in order to obtain a homogeneous excitation but also to match the phase profile corresponding to the one of the refocusing pulse created in step 1 such that the CPMG conditions were naturally fulfilled. Here the goal was to maintain the signal homogeneity achieved at the end of step 3 for the remaining echoes of the sPSS. Each k T -point had as initial guess the amplitudes and phases of the previously optimized k T -point. --Step 5-To limit the computational load, a static k Tpoint design with the phase profile obtained at the end of step 4 was used for the refocusing pulses beyond the flat part of the sPSS (see Fig. 1 ).
The cost function, CF, of the gradient descent algorithm used in steps 3 and 4 was:
with n b and n e the indexes denoting the echoes involved in the optimization (n b = 1; n e = EI 1 in step 3 and n b = n e = jth echo in step 4), c the current iteration and pow a power. A "traditional" least-squares approach corresponds to pow = 2, but it was found in the current implementation that higher values are useful to penalize solutions obtained when a small region of S c (r) was significantly different from the expected signal S theo . The average phase φ over the n e − n b + 1 echoes calculated at iteration c -1 was introduced to ensure a smooth phase transition from one echo to the next, which improved the quality of the data acquired (not shown). The subject-specific B 1 + profile was used as a weighting factor such that the importance Red dots correspond to the pulses bringing the magnetization into the sPSS which is maintained by the subsequent pulses (represented by black dots). The train of flip angles was optimized for specific T 1 /T 2 relaxation times such that the sPSS is maintained over a large number of echoes. The echo train (blue dots) is presented in arbitrary units. b 3D TSE sequence with dynamic k T -points. Example with n exc = 5 and n ref = 3 sub-pulses. In each k T -point pulse, identified by the index j, the sub-pulses are identified by the index i which runs from 1 to n exc for the excitation pulse and from 1 to n ref for the refocusing pulses. The gradient blips of the excitation and refocusing k T -point pulses are different since they were optimized using the linearization of the Bloch equations and the SOLO algorithm, respectively of very low B 1 + regions for which the algorithm cannot provide a correction are downplayed (in the regions of very low B 1 + field it is impossible to obtain the desired magnetization without compromising both the SAR and the homogeneity elsewhere).
Experimental setup
In vivo scans were performed on a Siemens 7T whole-body research scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Germany) equipped with a head gradient insert (maximum gradient amplitude and slew rate of 80 mT/m and 333 T/m/s, respectively). A 32-channel coil (Nova Medical, USA) was used for image acquisition.
The experimental protocol was approved by the local ethics committee and five healthy subjects providing informed consent were scanned.
Dielectric pads were placed below the top part of the neck for all subjects to increase the B 1 + field in the cerebellar regions [18, 19] .
The transmit sensitivity profile B 1 + (r) was obtained by acquiring an absolute B 1 + map of the subject's brain using the SA2RAGE sequence [20] 
Reduction of simulation space
The region of interest, Ω, where a matching between S theo and the actual signal is desired was determined from a subject-specific brain mask. Because the computation time required for the calculation of dynamic k T -point pulses is proportional to the number of voxels involved, the option of randomly using a subset of N vox voxels inside the mask was investigated. This approach was chosen over simply creating lower resolution B 1 + maps to avoid ringing artefacts and partial volume artifacts that would be otherwise introduced close to the edges. The aim of this analysis was to find a tradeoff between the computation time and the deviation made with respect to the solution obtained when considering all voxels in the mask. Values ranging from 75 to 2000 were tested for N vox for a region Ω made of 4070 voxels.
Dynamic k T -point evaluation
The SR-EPG framework was used to simulate the signal throughout the 3D TSE sequence when using: (1) standard hard pulses, (2) static k T -point pulses, and (3) dynamic k T -point pulses. When using the SR-EPG to calculate the evolution of the magnetization states, the sequence was simulated over 5 · TR periods to ensure that the magnetization reached the steady-state.
The design of static k T -points corresponds to step 1 in the dynamic k T -point optimization process.
The quality of each approach was evaluated in terms of signal fidelity by calculating the following quantity throughout the entire sequence:
where p refers to the echo number. Another signal homogeneity assessment was performed by computing the spatial standard deviation STDev p across each S p (r) map. In this way, only the homogeneity and not the deviation from the desired echo train was evaluated.
For static k T -points, simulations were performed with N = 3 and N = 5 k T -points, where N corresponds to the number of k T -points of each sequence pulse. These simulations were compared with the SR-EPG profiles calculated for the dynamic k T -points where n exc = 5 and n ref = 3 were used.
Turbo spin echo protocol
The T 2 -weighted images were acquired with a commercially available variable flip-angle 3D TSE sequence known as the sampling perfection with application optimized contrasts using different flip angle evolutions (SPACE) sequence [5] . This sequence optimizes the signal evolution of the flip angle train for specified T 1 /T 2 relaxation times and allows longer RF-pulse trains to be used making it possible to efficiently acquire 3D TSE images. In this work, T 1 and T 2 were set to their average value at 7T for brain tissues, i.e. 1400 and 60 ms, respectively.
Replacing the original hard pulses of the 3D TSE sequence with variable flip angles by sets of sub-pulses and gradient blips increases the SAR of the sequence. A tradeoff between the SAR constraints and the GM-WM contrast was thus considered to establish the basic sequence parameters. Three different protocols were used for the acquisitions of T 2 -weighted images, generating different degrees of signal and contrast variations:
Protocol A-TR = 2.4 s, TE = 280 ms, ETL = 96, ES = 7.6 ms, RF Dur = 3.0 ms, resolution = 0.7 × 0.7 × 0.7 mm 3 , matrix size = 320 × 320 × 224, n exc = 5 and n ref = 3 k T -points, RF sub-pulse duration = 540 µs (total acquisition time 7 min 50 s).
Protocol B-TR = 3.4 s, TE = 383 ms, ETL = 166, ES = 6.6 ms, RF Dur = 2.5 ms,
, matrix size = 320 × 320 × 224, n exc = 5 and n ref = 3 k T -points, RF sub-pulse duration = 440 µs (total acquisition time 7 min 45 s).
Protocol C-TR = 2.7 s, TE = 364 ms, ETL = 166, ES = 6.6 ms, RF Dur = 2.5 ms, resolution = 0.7 × 0.7 × 0.8 mm 3 , matrix size = 320 × 320 × 192, n exc = 5 and n ref = 3 k T -points, RF sub-pulse duration = 360 µs (total acquisition time 5 min 17 s).
The different protocols were used to demonstrate that the design of dynamic k T -points to correct the typical signal and contrast variations in the brain caused by the B 1 + inhomogeneity at 7T was robust against changes in sequence parameters.
For protocols A, B, and C, the duration of all the gradient blips was set to 60 µs. When optimizing the first part of the TSE train (step 3), EI 1 = 10 was used to evaluate the cost function. For protocols A, B, and C, 52, 75, and 80 dynamic k T -points were optimized before inserting static k T -points after the sPSS, respectively.
If a sub-pulse i in the dynamic k T -point design exceeded the maximum RF voltage allowed by the scanner, it was split into n s entities with the same RF duration as the other sub-pulses and separated by blank intervals without gradient blips. Because of constraints on the RF pulse objects used, this was mimicked by all the pulses of the sequence. The actual number of sub-pulses per k T -point pulse was, therefore, n ref − 1 + n s . The values for n s used in protocols A, B, and C were 3, 3, and 5, respectively.
The use of non-spatially selective RF pulses implied that all protocols were acquired in the sagittal direction, with the readout along the head to foot axis and both phase encoding directions had to cover the full head volume (as is commonly done for most 3D T 1 -weighted imaging) to avoid wrap around artifacts.
Standard 3D TSE images with non-selective hard pulses (no k T -points) and all parameters identical to those of protocols A, B, and C were acquired for comparison.
For the sake of simplicity, the B 0 inhomogeneity over the brain was not considered when optimizing static and dynamic k T -points. To make a fair comparison between the T 2 -weighted images acquired with different types of RF pulses, in the conventional case without k T -points a hard pulse with the same duration as the k T -point sub-pulses (540, 440, 360 µs for protocols A, B, and C, respectively) was used while maintaining the same echo spacing (to ensure the same T 2 -weighted contrast). In this way, the impact of the B 0 inhomogeneity was similar on images acquired with and without k T -points, and any improvements observed should be attributed to the B 1 + compensation mechanism of the k T -points.
To provide an indication of the image quality that can be obtained with dynamic k T -points on other types of contrast, a FLAIR acquisition was performed with the 3D TSE sequence. This was done by adding an inversion pulse (a standard non-selective adiabatic inversion pulse provided by the manufacturer) at the beginning of the sequence. For this measurement, dynamic k T -points combined with protocol C were used. The times TR and TI were set to 4 and 1.35 s to ensure the suppression of the CSF signal.
Data processing
To focus on the improvement provided by k T -points in terms of contrast and signal homogeneity, bias field correction was applied to the anatomical images, in order to remove the signal variations related to the highly non-uniform reception profile B 1 − (r) of the 32-channel coil. The bias field correction was performed using FAST (http:// www.fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk), which calculates a smooth profile, mainly corresponding to B 1 − (r) [21] . Figure 2b shows that when the B 1 + (r) profile (Fig. 2a) was not considered as a weighting term in Eq. 2 and with pow = 2, the optimization efforts regarding the correction of low B 1 + regions created an intensity hole in the center of the magnetization profile. The last three columns of Fig. 2 illustrate how the hole formation can be avoided in the solution by increasing the value of pow (Fig. 2c, e) and by considering B 1 + (r) as a weighting term (Fig. 2d , e) in Eq. 2. Note that using this weighting term and increasing pow slightly worsened the deviation with respect to the theoretical echo signal and the standard deviation (in a least-squares sense) across the magnetization profile (see the numbers on the bottom of Fig. 2 ), but this was negligible when compared to the benefit of not having the severe signal variation at the brain center. Moreover, the SAR of the optimized dynamic k T -points remained similar or even decreased when B 1 + (r) was taken into account as a weighting term and pow was increased to prevent the formation of the central hole (as indicated by the ratios displayed on the last row of Fig. 2) .
Results
Cost function considerations
The abovementioned simulations were performed by considering all the voxels belonging to the brain mask.
Reduction of simulation space
Given that the optimization speed is directly related to the number of voxels for which the evaluation was performed, the effect of reducing the number of voxels, N vox , randomly chosen in Ω on the optimization quality was evaluated. After having optimized dynamic k T -points by considering all and N vox voxels in Ω, the corresponding solutions S All (r) and S N vox (r) were calculated in the whole space. S c All (r) and S N vox (r) are the signal profiles simulated at each echo using the SR-EPG. The error E made in respect to the solution obtained when considering all voxels in Ω was calculated using the following expression:
As the voxels were randomly selected, S N vox (r) was simulated 20 times such that the average and standard deviation of E could be established. Figure 3a shows an example where N vox = 200 are randomly selected out of the full mask (All = 4070). It can be observed on Fig. 3b that N vox can be significantly reduced while still maintaining a difference smaller than 10 % from the solution found when considering all voxels in Ω. The interquartile range becomes significantly larger when decreasing from N vox = 200 to 100, with a sharp increase in the maximum error observed between N = 500 and N = 200. Figure 3c illustrates how the time required to calculate the dynamic k T -points decreases when lowering N vox . Figures 3b and c indicated that using N vox = 500 for subsequent optimizations was a balanced choice between computational speed and accuracy. At N vox = 500 the dynamic
k T -points solution was as precise as when considering all voxels in Ω and the computation time became limited by the number of iterations of the gradient descent algorithm rather than the number of voxels considered. Consequently, the complete design process of the dynamic k T -points was typically performed in less than 5 min on a standalone PC using Matlab R2012b (The Mathworks).
Dynamic K T -point evaluation
To evaluate the improvement provided by the dynamic k Tpoints over the static k T -point design and conventional hard pulses, the signal homogeneity (characterized by STDev p ) across the echo train was calculated (Fig. 4) . The effect of using k T -points in the 3D TSE sequence on the echo train fidelity (characterized by DEV p ) is also reported in Fig. 4 . The ratio of ∑ p=1 ETL DEV p between the static k T -points (N = 3) solution over conventional hard pulses k T -points showed a 12 % improvement in signal fidelity throughout the sequence, whereas a 10 % improvement was obtained when using dynamic k T -points. This implies that when considering the deviation between the echo profiles and the theoretical signal across the train, similar results were provided by the static and dynamic k T -points. The optimization procedure using Eq. 2 could have obtained an improvement in DEV p that had as a bi-product an increase in the inhomogenity of Fig. 2 a B 1 + profile across the brain acquired on subject 1 by using the SA2RAGE sequence. The maps are presented as multiplicative factors of a nominal flip-angle [20] . b Magnetization profiles (in arbitrary units) simulated at k-space center using protocol B without weighting factor in Eq. 2 and with a least-squares cost function (pow = 2). The signal hole observed in the center of the brain for the solution found in b was corrected by increasing pow up to 4 (c, e) and/or by adding the B 1 + profiles as a weighting factor in the cost function (d, e). The first two rows of numbers on the bottom correspond to the deviation in respect to the theoretical signal value expected at k-space center (cf. Eq. 3) and the standard deviation throughout the magnetization profile, respectively. The last row of values show the SAR ratios for the dynamic k T -points designed in c-e in respect to those obtained in b the solution. This would mean that there would be decreased deviations to the theoretical solution overall, but with increased signal in some regions and decreased signal in other brain regions. Such signal intensity variations imply that the final image would have varying level of T 1 -and T 2 -weighting. That was clearly not the case as the ∑ p=1 ETL STDev p metric, improvements of 9 and 34 % were respectively obtained for the static (N = 3) and dynamic k T -points. This significant difference together with the fact that comparable results were calculated for the ∑ p=1 ETL DEV p metric means that T 2 -weighted images with improved signal homogeneity can be acquired if dynamic k T -points are used instead of static ones. When comparing the solid grey and black lines on Fig. 4 , it can be seen that the solution resulting from the use of n exc = 5 and n ref = 3 dynamic k T -points outperformed the one obtained with N = 5 k T -points in the static regime, in particular for echoes around the k-space center (echo no. 55 for protocol C). Moreover, for the same duration, an SAR drop higher than 60 % was observed when comparing the sequence designed with n exc = 5 and n ref = 3 dynamic k T -points to the one with N = 5 static k T -points.
The sudden modulation identified by the black arrow around echo no. 80 in the dynamic k T -point curve corresponds to the transition from the pulse by pulse optimization (step 4) to the static k T -point design (step 5), as described in the methods section. A smoother transition would have been desirable, but this fluctuation was considered acceptable given the computation time benefits and the fact that it corresponds to echoes located in the outer parts of k-space (which should have a limited impact on image quality). Despite the increased homogeneity obtained using a higher number of k T -points, images were acquired using 3 k T -points in the refocusing train, which allowed to keep the RF duration as short as 2.5 ms and still within the SAR limits. Table 1 summarizes the SAR increase resulting from the use of static and dynamic k T -points with respect to the conventional hard pulses of the same duration as the k Tpoint sub-pulses.
In the table, the values are presented as a percentage of the SAR limit allowed on the single-channel system. TSE images acquired with conventional hard pulses, with static k T -points and with dynamic k T -points by using protocols A, B, and C showed that for all the protocols used, the effect of the particularly pronounced B 1 + inhomogeneity observed in the cerebellum as well as in the brain center was increasingly mitigated when static and then dynamic k Tpoints were used in the 3D TSE sequence (Fig. 5) .
To highlight the improvements in signal and contrast homogeneity observed in the cerebellum (yellow arrows), brain center (green arrows), and temporal lobes (blue arrows) when using k T -points in the 3D TSE sequence, sagittal, coronal, and transversal images acquired using static and dynamic k T -points were compared to those obtained with the conventional hard pulses (no k T -point) (Fig. 6 ). where the use of static and dynamic k T -points subsequently provided noticeable improvements. When using dynamic k T -points, the subpulse durations were set to 600 μs (protocol A), 500 μs (protocol B), and 360 μs (protocol C) A higher homogeneity was first observed when static k Tpoints were designed, and T 2 -weighted images were further improved by using dynamic k T -points. The last acquisition demonstrates that FLAIR images with adequate CSF suppression and minimized sensitivity to the common B 1 + inhomogeneity can be achieved at 7T.
Discussion
The results presented demonstrate that including k T -points in the SR-EPG formalism can provide a new degree of freedom to control the magnetization distribution in a 3D TSE sequence with variable flip angles leading to T 2 -weighted images with a substantially improved level of signal and contrast homogeneity at 7T even without using the parallel transmission technology. The obtained contrast of the 3D TSE appears reduced when compared to standard 2D TSE [5] . This can be both due to the increased magnetization transfer contrast present on resonance 2D T 2 weighted imaging [6] or to the mixed T 2 − T 1 contrast in the presence of the long echo trains used in 3D TSE imaging.
The used cost function (Eq. 2) in our implementation had a strong impact in the obtained results. Using the B 1 + field as a weighting factor penalizes less signal deviations Fig. 6 3D TSE images acquired with conventional hard pulses (first row), static (second row), and dynamic (third row) k Tpoints. Yellow, green and blue arrows highlight the significant improvements obtained in the cerebellum, brain center and temporal lobes, respectively. The T 2 -weighted images displayed on the first three rows were acquired by using protocol C on subject 5. The dynamic k T -points were subsequently introduced in the 3D TSE sequence with an inversion preparation module applied at a time TI before the excitation pulse, generating a FLAIR image (fourth row) 1 3 in the regions with very low B 1 + such as those observed close to the neck or temporal lobes and increases the penalty in regions where there is B 1 + that can be sacrificed for homogeneity purposes. Without this, the algorithm tries to improve the signal homogeneity in regions where there is no B 1 + available to perform the correction at the cost of signal variations elsewhere. Using a higher power in the cost function simply increases the penalty of large deviations in respect to the target and, therefore, does not lead to the formation of a signal void region. Combining both the power and B 1 + as a weighting factor was the best penalization tradeoff found and, as displayed in Fig. 2 , this phenomenological approach showed to be both quite efficient and reproducible (similar improvements observed for all subjects).
Clearly dynamic k T -points outperformed static k T -points in terms of T 2 -weighted image quality as evaluated by the signal fidelity and spatial standard deviation metrics (cf. Fig. 4) . The large improvements reported in homogeneity found in the simulations are not clearly accessible in the imaging context (after bias field correction), as this metric is mostly ensuring that the degree of T 1 -and T 2 -weighting is constant throughout the image and that the same level of grey white matter contrast can be observed throughout the image. Although they were not acquired with the same TSE sequence protocol, comparing anatomical images of Fig. 6 (third row) with those presented in [10] (cf. Fig. 6 ) shows that results almost as good (in terms of signal and contrast homogeneity) as those provided by parallel transmission and static 5 k T -points can be reached on a singlechannel system by using dynamic k T -points with n exc = 5 and n ref = 3. When comparing to a similar implementation of dynamic k T -points using PTx and optimal control, it can be seen that the single-transmit-channel system offers the ability to use longer echo trains, shorter RF pulses and repetition times, ultimately allowing higher-resolution scans to be obtained at a small price in terms of signal homogeneity. In terms of computation time, the methodology presented here is expected to scale linearly with the number of channels, meaning that without an intensive use of parallel computing it would remain unfeasible in practical cases when using standard PTx systems.
It is important to note that for the same number of k Tpoints, dynamic k T -points are usually more SAR demanding than the static design (cf. Table 1 in the "Results" section). For this reason the maximum number of k T -points for the refocusing pulses was set to n ref = 3. By splitting the critical sub-pulses in order to keep the under the RF voltage limit of the scanner, the sequence SAR was minimized to a certain level. Other alternatives to reduce the sequence SAR would have been: (a) a larger k T -point pulse duration (at a cost of a reduced RF bandwidth and bigger artifacts close to the sphenoid sinus); (b) the introduction of a regularization parameter in the dynamic k T -point optimization process (at a cost of a higher deviation of the signal in respect to the targeted values); (c) the choice of having variable durations of the sub-pulses, as used in [10] . In the latter option, by simply altering the duration of the subpulses for each refocusing pulse, in order to make their amplitudes similar (while keeping all the refocusing pulses with the same duration), the RF power of the k T -points is minimized. Using such a criterion, the SAR of protocol C could be reduced by as much as 85 %. By implementing the dynamic k T -points with the condition that all the subpulses of a k T -point pulse have a constant amplitude (and different durations), a larger maximum number of k T -points would have been acceptable for the same RF duration or alternatively the duration of the RF pulses could have been reduced to 1 ms. This approach was left for future work since the current sequence implementation only allowed one gradient trajectory for all the refocusing pulses with the k T gradient blips having to be equally spaced.
Future efforts regarding the reduction of the sequence SAR should be complemented with B 0 map integration in the optimization procedure. The current design procedure, with 2.5 ms long dynamic k T -points, results in dynamic k Tpoints solution which approaches the SAR limits. Enforcing the same amplitude on all the sub-pulses would simultaneously reduce the total pulse duration and SAR, but may increase the sensitivity to B 0 variations.
When optimizing static and dynamic k T -points, the B 0 inhomogeneity over the brain was not considered. To make a fair comparison between the T 2 -weighted images acquired with different types of RF pulses, in the conventional case a hard pulse with the same duration as the k T -point sub-pulses was used while maintaining the same echo spacing (to ensure the same T 2 -weighted contrast). In this way, the impact of the B 0 inhomogeneity was similar on images acquired with and without k T -points, and any improvements observed should be attributed to the B 1 + compensation mechanism of the k T -points.
When comparing images acquired with the different RF pulse design strategies (Figs. 5, 6 ) it is possible to see dramatic signal improvement in the cerebellum (yellow arrows), lower temporal and frontal lobes. In the middle of the brain close to the thalamus, an apparent contrast decrease is observed for subjects 3 and 4 (Fig. 5) . This should not be necessarily interpreted as a limitation of the dynamic k T -point design. In the center of the brain where higher B 1 + fields exist, the effective echo time will be longer in the case of a design without k T -point. Hence, the increased contrast in this region is likely to be an effect of the spatial varying T 2 -weighting due to B 1 + inhomogeneity. New strategies could be envisaged for the methodology presented here; first, when designing dynamic k T -points, a varying number of sub-pulses could be considered for the refocusing pulses. In particular, having more k T -points for pulses bringing the magnetization into the sPSS would help achieving a higher echo signal homogeneity, which could be maintained with fewer k T -points for the remaining pulses of the sequence. This would improve the T 2 -weighted image quality together with a SAR reduction, the overall number of k T -points of the sequence being lowered.
Second, the k-space points visited by the dynamic k Tpoints could also vary from one refocusing pulse of the sequence to the next. This extra degree of freedom could help obtaining better solutions or allow sustaining the same image quality while using more efficient k T -point pulses. In this work, the gradient blips amplitudes and duration were kept constant for all the refocusing pulses to reduce the computation time and the sequence implementation complexity.
In general, the proposed improvements would aim at increasing the degrees of freedom when optimizing the homogeneity, which should enable the usage of shorter and less SAR-intensive k T -points, allowing more efficient protocols to be used.
Alternatively, given that B 1 + maps typically show very reproducible spatial patterns and ranges across subjects with similar head sizes, it could be envisaged to have precomputed dynamic k T -point solutions computed for various protocols using a B 1 + map template that could be used on subsequent subjects. This would dramatically decrease the computational burden at the cost of a small reduction on the correction power of the method.
Concerning the experiment workflow, several aspects could still be improved. Currently, the B 1 + maps were manually transferred to a standalone PC running Matlab, which needed to be informed of the specific protocol to be used (defining the train of variable flip-angles). Once the gradient waveforms and dynamic pulses were computed, these were sent back to the scanner computer. Significant time could be saved by having the k T -point design routine implemented directly on the scanner computer using a more efficient code and advanced resources such as parallel computation. Such improvements could render the use of the static part of the optimization procedure (step 5) unnecessary, thus avoiding transition artefacts such as those seen on Fig. 4 .
Conclusions
It was concluded that replacing the original hard pulses of a 3D TSE sequence with variable flip-angles by dynamic k Tpoint pulses allows T 2 -weighted images with significantly reduced sensitivity to the B 1 + inhomogeneity observed at 7T to be acquired with sub-millimeter resolution and acceptable clinical scanning times. Dynamic k T -points outperform static k T -points and lead to T 2 -weighted images of high quality in terms of signal and contrast homogeneity even on a single-channel transmit system, thereby considerably simplifying hardware, computation and SAR demands.
The methodology presented here was shown to be compatible with FLAIR and could be extended to DIR imaging since those techniques only require the addition of a magnetization preparation module based on adiabatic pulses prior to excitation.
